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the currently influential book nudge by richard thaler and cass sunstein advocates a
range of non regulatory interventions that seek to influence behaviour by altering the
context or environment in which people choose and seek to influence behaviour in ways
which people often do not notice this approach differs from more traditional government
attempts to change behaviour which have either used regulatory interventions or relied
on overt persuasion the current government have taken a considerable interest in the
use of nudge interventions one aim of this inquiry therefore is to assess the evidence
base for the effectiveness of this approach however it also examines evidence for the
effectiveness of other types of policy intervention and asks whether the government
make good use of the full range of available evidence the committee s central finding
is that non regulatory measures used in isolation including nudges are less likely to
be effective effective policies often use a range of interventions a lot more could and
should be done to improve the evaluation of interventions specific recommendations
include the government must invest in gathering more evidence about what measures work
to influence population behaviour change they should appoint an independent chief
social scientist to provide them with robust and independent scientific advice the
government should take steps to implement a traffic light system of nutritional
labelling on all food packaging
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agroforestry the word coined in early seventies has made its place in all the developed
and the developing countries of the world and is now recognized as an important
approach to ensuring food security and rebuilding resilient rural environments india
has been an all time leader in agroforestry the south and southeast asia region
comprising india is often described as the cradle of agroforestry almost all forms of
agroforestry systems exist across india in ecozones ranging from humid tropical
lowlands to high altitude and temperate biomes and perhumid rainforest zones to parched
drylands the country ranks foremost among the community of nations not only in terms of
this enormous diversity and long tradition of the practice of agroforestry but also in
fostering scientific developments in the subject agroforestry applies to private
agricultural and forest lands and communities that also include highly erodible flood
prone economically marginal and environmentally sensitive lands the typical situation
is agricultural where trees are added to create desired benefits agroforestry allows
for the diversification of farm activities and makes better use of environmental
resources owing to an increase in the population of human and cattle there is
increasing demand of food as well as fodder particularly in developing countries like
india so far there is no policy that deals with specifics in agroforestry in india but
the indian council of agricultural research has been discussing on the scope of having
a national agroforestry policy in appropriate platforms however evolving a policy
requires good and reliable datasets from different corners of the country on the
subject matter this synthesis volume containing 13 chapters is an attempt to collate
available information in a classified manner into different system ecologies problems
and solutions and converging them into a policy support
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during the 4th 1st century bc mediterranean polities stateless formations and stronger
powers fought for hegemony edited by toni Ñaco del hoyo and fernando lópez sánchez this
volume addresses interstate relations and warlordism according to classical studies and
social sciences
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the roman centurion holding the legionaries steady before the barbarian horde and then
leading them forward to victory was the heroic exemplar of the roman world this was
thanks to the marian reforms which saw the centurion although inferior in military rank
and social class superseding the tribune as the legion s most important officer this
period of reform in the roman army is often overlooked but the invincible armies that
julius caesar led into gaul were the refined products of 50 years of military reforms
using specially commissioned artwork and detailed battle reports this new study
examines the roman legionary soldier at this crucial time in the history of the roman
republic from its domination by marius and sulla to the beginning of the rise of julius
caesar
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the rules of the numismatic society of london bound with new ser v 1

Enumerator's Manual, Parts One, Two, and Three
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proceedings of the numismatic society form a separately paged section of each vol

Behaviour change
2011-07-19

deals with a very important business in global communication of news the news agencies
the first news agencies started their business when the fastest technology was a
combination of telegraph and carrier pigeon they have survived several technological
developments since then and have used these technologies for further diversification of
services and revenues the internet some thought will make the news agencies extinct
like dinosaurs but well run news agencies found a new opportunity in this threat though
there have been some corporate biographies of news agencies there has not been any
comprehensive analytical work in the past 25 years on this business this book is an
attempt to fill this void in the global literature on journalism media studies
international communication and business management studies besides the students of
these academic disciplines diplomats policymakers and all types of communication
professionals will find this book useful it will also be a good read for lay persons
who unconsciously consume the products of news agencies through all types of media from
newspapers to mobile phones

Agriculture Handbook
1949

the roman revolution is a profound and unconventional treatment of a great theme the
fall of the republic and the decline of freedom in rome between 60 bc and ad 14 and the
rise to power of the greatest of the roman emperors augustus the transformation of
state and society the violent transference of power and property and the establishment
of augustus rule are presented in an unconventional narrative which quotes from ancient
evidence refers seldomly to modern authorities and states controversial opinions quite
openly the result is a book which is both fresh and compelling

Silvics of North America
1990

this sixth volume of the network impact of empire offers a comprehensive reading on the
economic political religious and cultural impact of roman military forces on the
regions that were dominated by the roman empire
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in this richly detailed study kamala nayar documents the social and cultural
transformation of the punjabi community in british columbia from their initial
settlement in the rural skeena region to the communities that later developed in larger
urban centres the punjabis in british columbia illustrates the complex and diverse
experiences of an immigrant community that merits greater attention exploring themes of
gender employment rural and urban migrant life and the relationships between the
punjabis and surrounding first nations and other immigrant groups nayar creates a
portrait of a community in transition shedding light on the ways in which economic
circumstances affect immigrant communities nayar presents findings from interviews
conducted with over one hundred participants she details the relocation of punjabi
populations from the skeena region to british columbia s lower mainland during the
decline of the forestry and fishery industries how their second migration changed their
professional and personal lives and how their history continues to shape the identities
and experiences of punjabis in canada today a nuanced look at the complexities of
social and cultural adaptation the punjabis in british columbia adds an essential
perspective to what it means to be canadian

War, Warlords, and Interstate Relations in the Ancient
Mediterranean
2017-12-05

this proceedings volume highlights important points of achieving a balanced and
sustained growth path from diverse economics and finance perspectives touching on a
wide array of economic and social analyses in india featuring contributions presented
at the 2018 international conference on economics and finance icef 2018 held at the
birla institute of technology and science pilani goa india the enclosed papers explore
topics such as inflation dynamics information transmission in post recession era
leverage effect and volatility asymmetry structural change and economic growth and
reforming tax systems among others the indian economy today is remarkable and not
surprisingly it is growing very rapidly it has emerged as the fastest growing major
economy in the world as per the central statistical organization cso and international
monetary fund imf and it is expected to be one of the top three economic powers of the
world over the next 10 to15 years backed by its strong democracy and partnership at the
backdrop of impressive progress of the indian economy during the last two decades the
question that remains to be answered is does india still have a long way to go before
it is functioning well as a market economy this book critically examines the
performance of the indian economy at the national state and sectorial levels featuring
contributions from leading academicians scholars and practitioners from asia and the
rest of the world this book is an asset to students professors scholars practitioners
and policy makers in the areas of india economics finance and sustainable development
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Dominion Report Service
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From County Hospital to NHS Trust
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Roman Legionary 109–58 BC
2017-11-30
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